
The Monte Carlo Rally, the most famous rally in the world, 
celebrates 100 years in 2011, so this seems like a good time to look 
back at the successes and failures of the Triumph cars, (and a few 
Standards!), in competitive rallying.

Last year the Monte attracted over 12 million television viewers 
and probably hundreds of thousands of spectators. Eurovision will 
supply 14 hours of coverage this year to markets across Europe and 
Asia; no doubt there will be some coverage here in Canada. In addi-
tion, the World Rally Championship, comprising 13 events around 
the world, also attracts millions of fans who buy video games li-
censed by the WRC, collect models of the cars driven by their he-
roes and even buy replica crash helmets. It is clear that success in 
rally competition has the potential to affect car purchasing deci-
sions made by the public, so the commercial benefits can justify 
the substantial expense. Triumph thought so too...

In the early years of the 20th century motoring pioneers pitted 
their noisy, slow and unreliable machines against each other in 
contests of speed. In France, in particular, races over quite long dis-
tances, from city to city, became popular. Contestants would start 
at timed intervals and the winner would be the car and driver (and 
usually intrepid riding mechanic) which finished in the shortest 
elapsed time, as opposed to finishing first. 

Within a few years, manufacturers (and they really were manu-
facturers, as the cars were made by hand) were producing much 

more powerful and faster machines, average speeds rose from the 
low teens to the 50-60mph range and this resulted in some serious 
crashes causing death to both competitors and spectators. There 
was inevitably a backlash – these noisy, overpowered machines 
looking something like Chitty Chitty Bang Bang with their huge en-
gines, spindly wood-spoked wheels and chain drives caused hors-
es to bolt, scared livestock and generally were a menace to society. 
The governments had to do something - and they did. Speed limits 
were imposed in England and there was no more racing on public 
roads. The Brooklands race track at Weybridge in Surrey was built 
in 1909 to provide a safer venue for this type of competition, while 
racing on public roads was still legal in Ireland, where the Tourist 
Trophy became an important annual fixture attracting competitors 
from all over Europe.

Various clubs of motoring enthusiasts had been formed by now 
to advance the interests of both drivers of cars and motorcycle rid-
ers. (Motorcycles outnumbered cars by far in the early days as they 
were much cheaper). One of the earliest of these was the Liverpool 
self-propelled Traffic Association, another the Royal Automobile 
Club. Organisations like these wanted to improve the image of mo-
toring and promote it as a practical means of transportation. They 
organised reliability trials and endurance runs to gain as much 
exposure as possible (Keep in mind that most of the population 
before WW1 had probably never seen a car, or a plane). Manufac-
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turers were naturally keen to see their products do well on these 
runs, which often included climbing steep hills, fording streams 
and miles of rough and rutted dirt roads outside the main cities; a 
good test of mechanical reliability. Usually the cars were allowed 
to carry two “competition” tires, similar to snow tires, with deep 
treads for getting through muddy sections. Only two were needed 
as cars at this time had brakes only on the back axle! 

Triumph started making cars in small numbers in 1923 and by 
1929 were producing a small, economical “light car”, the Super 7. 
While more expensive than the best selling Austin 7 produced in 
Herbert Austin’s giant factory at Longbridge, the little Triumph was 
larger and roomier, had three main bearings instead of only two to 
support the crankshaft and had an oil pump, while the Austin re-
lied on splash lubrication. The Super 7 was capable of a top speed 
of just about 50mph. Triumph entered the car and enjoyed some 
success in reliability trials in Australia, which became the com-
pany’s biggest export market in the 1930s. The Super 7 was also 
entered in the Monte Carlo Rally, being stopped by snow on one 
of the alpine passes in 1929, but finishing in seventh place out of 
eighty seven cars and being the first British car to finish in 1930. 

Donald Healey joined Triumph in September 1933 as a devel-
opment engineer, (yes, THAT Donald Healey – see sidebar Ed.) and 
worked on the development of the new Gloria, introduced in 1934 
and Southern Cross models, the latter named after a star constella-
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(This is the first article in a series and deals with the pre-war era.)
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Born in Perranporth, Cornwall in 1898, Healey showed an ear-
ly interest in technology, joining the Sopwith Aviation Company 
and then the Royal Flying Corps during the First World War.

Healey was invalided out of the Flying Corps after a crash in 
France and joined the Air Ministry, where he studied engineering. 
Now in his mid-twenties he became more interested in cars and 
entered rallies, including the 1929 Monte Carlo, in a Triumph 7. He 
actually won the Monte in 1931 in an Invicta and joined Triumph 
as an engineering manager in 1931 (some sources say 1933).

At Triumph, Healey worked on the Gloria, Southern Cross and 
Dolomite 8, an exotic high performance car with a supercharged 
straight eight engine. Only two of these very expensive cars were 
built, one being destroyed by collision with a train on the 1935 
Monte Carlo rally, when Healey mistook the train whistle for the 
whistle of the supercharger! 

During WW2 Healey worked with Humber on armoured car de-
signs and on aircraft carburettors. In 1946 he formed a small com-
pany with investment from his father and started to produce cars 
powered by Riley engines; one of these, the Silverstone, enjoyed 
modest success. A venture with the American Nash company re-
sulted in a reliable, but ugly car, which was not a sales success, but 
the use of Austin engines in the new Gerry Coker designed model 
100 led to a merger with BMC and the popular series of Austin 
Healey cars.

In 1956 an Austin Healey with a special aerodynamically de-
signed body and tuned engine reached a speed of 203mph. During 
the 1960s Healey worked with Jensen on the 541 V8 and later on the 
Jensen-Healey with William Towns. He died in 1988. ragtop
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tion visible only in the southern hemisphere, as a tribute to success in 
the Australian market. The Gloria was available with a number of dif-
ferent body styles and in standard or high performance “vitesse” tune.

 It was now decided to develop a really exotic, high performance 
competition car to further raise the profile of the company. The su-
percharged, straight eight engine for this car was based quite close-
ly on the Alfa engine designed by Vittorio Jano, apparently with 
his consent and was housed in a beautifully rakish two-seater with 
flowing fenders. The Dolomite, named after the mountain range, 
was extremely expensive to produce and only three units were built. 
One was entered in the 1935 Monte Carlo rally, driven by Healey, but 
was demolished by a collision with a train. In the same year Compe-
tition Director Jack Ridley, in a Gloria, won his class and came sec-
ond overall, and another Gloria, driven by Joan Richmond, finished 
second in the light car class, capping a wonderful result for Triumph!

The following year Healey was back with the Dolomite, now fit-
ted with 12-inch drum brakes from the Gloria, but was only able to 
finish 8th. In a tight financial situation, in spite of its modest suc-
cess with sports cars,  the company now concentrated on efforts to 
manufacture quality saloon cars, but was forced into receivership in 
1939. More than a decade was to pass before Triumph returned to 
rallying. ragtop

– to be continued...

All British cars leak oil, 
don’t they? Along with other 
leaks, oil has been dripping 
from my differential. 

The first thing I did was free-
up the split pin that lives in 
the breather hole, but oil still 
dripped onto the cardboard on 
my garage floor. So, I decided 
to get new seals from Fred 
McEachern at British Auto Sport 
and then have them installed 
by Wayne McLeod, my local 
one man auto mechanic shop 
here in Collingwood. Wayne has 
done many of the repair and replacement 
projects that I have not been ready to tackle 
myself. Fred mailed the $20 worth of seals 
and I made an appointment with Wayne to 
have them installed the following week.

Bright and early Monday morning, I 
had the car in Wayne’s shop. When Wayne 
removed the differential, he found that 
the rubber bushings needed replacing, 
so I ordered new polyurethane bushings 
from Fred. They arrived the next day and I 
rushed them over to Wayne. When he tried 
to remove the oil seal housing from the in-
ner axle shaft, he couldn’t get the housings 

off, even with 15,000 lbs. pressure. We con-
sulted with Fred and he suggested that Joe 
at JD Auto Service in Rexdale could do the 
job. So I hopped in my Maxima and drove 
2 hours to Rexdale. I was there at 9:00 AM 
Friday morning, because Wayne said he 
would like to get the axle shafts back as 
soon as possible and I could have the car 
for the weekend. Joe started to work on 
them right away. He proudly showed me a 
custom tool he had made just for this job. 
He had to apply about 10,000 lbs. and the 
housings came off. 

Wayne had suggested that while the in-

ner axle shafts were out, we 
replace the caged axle shaft 
bearings. Joe agreed, but he 
didn’t have them in stock. 
He called a bearing supplier 
on Courtney Park Drive in 
Mississauga, gave them the 
measurements of the bear-
ings and they said the had 
the right size in stock.

Just over half an 
hour later some guy in a 
slammed Honda came into 
Joe’s shop to get a sample 
of the bearing. It was af-

ter lunch when the bearing company 
phoned to say they didn’t have the cor-
rect bearings after all! So then we called 
Fred and he had them in stock, but he was 
an hour and a half away. I wanted to get 
the job done, so I hopped in my Maxima 
and drove over to Fred’s. I said “hi” to Lau-
ra, Fred sold me the bearings and I drove 
back to Collingwood as quickly as I could, 
but Wayne had left for the weekend.

So first thing Monday morning, I got the 
box with the axle shafts and bearings over 
to Wayne’s shop, and I now have a stronger, 
non-dripping differential. ragtop
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